Computer Science
Specialisations: internet networks, systems and computer networks,
network and information technology security
Degree obtained: Bachelor, Duration: 7 semesters (3,5 years)

Selected subjects for
Computer Science:
Fundamentals of computer systems
Programming
Java programming
Systems of computer graphics
Additional selected subjects
for internet systems specialisation:
Contemporary Web technologies
NET programming
Mobile equipment programming
Multiagent systems
Additional selected subjects for systems
and computer networks specialisation:
Data warehouse
Distributed and parallel operating systems
Web content systems
Multimedia network systems
Additional selected subjects for network and
information technology security specialisation:
Network and computer systems security
Systems virtualisation
Virtual system security
Data security management
Full list of subjects at: www.pwsz.nysa.pl

The Institute of Computer Science has, at its
disposal, an appropriate infrastructure to conduct
studies in computer science. The Institute is
equipped with up-to-date computers, Internet
access and professional software (e.g. MSDNAA,
Autodesk software), and Nysa Academic Network
CISCO, which makes studying in this institute meet
the European standards and gives the students a
possibility of obtaining the international
CISCO (CCNA) Certificate.
Cisco Networking Academy, realized within the
institute is a global education program that
teaches students how to design, build,
troubleshoot, and secure computer networks for
increased access to career and economic
opportunities in communities around the world.
The syllabus of studies also includes such
courses as operating systems, programming
languages, up-to-date technologies of databases,
multimedia, game creation systems, distributed
and mobile network systems and vast knowledge
of information technology security.

During the studies, students may additionally
attend a three-month summer traineeship
abroad at a selected institution in the EU, Croatia
and Turkey or go to one of the partner universities
for a semester or one academic year in frames of
ERASMUS Programme.
ENTI (Enthusiasts of Modern Information
Technologies) Scientific Association.
The principal objective of the association is to
expand knowledge and skills in computing,
designing and executing network systems.
Moreover, the association members focus on
research in up-to-date hardware and software
based on new technologies (computer graphics,
games and multimedia, animation and movement
detection, artificial intelligence, active and
automated website).
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